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After leaving the restaurant, Wu Tian went straight to Yuanyou Technology. 

Yuanyou Technology was a small gaming company that slowly rose up the idustry by 
developing some web games. With the market for web games currently depressed, 
however, it had to resort to piracy to keep on surviving. 

Arriving at Yuanyou Techonology, he barged into the president's office and saw a bald 
man sitting at his desk making a phone call. 

"You are Yuanyou Technology's President, Yuan Wangchun?" Wu Tian went straight to 
the point, his tone quite hostile. 

He never had a good impression towards the president of this pirating company. 

The bald man hung up the phone and looked up angrily at Wu Tian, "Who are you?" 

"My name is Wu Tian. I'm an investor of Tianmu Technology." 

"What business do you have with me?" 

"I came to talk to you about the Zhou Cheng Mobile Game." Wu Tian sat down in front 
of the chair opposite the desk. 

Yuan Wangchun's face stiffened, and said while laughing: "The mobile game you guys 
developed have become quite popular. I really enjoy playing it." 

"Is that your reason for pirating our game? 

"Piracy is rife these days. Even if I don't end up pirating the game, there will 
nevertheless still be others who do," Yuan Wangchun smiled shamelessly, touching his 
thick-skinned face. 

"Stop talking nonsense." Wu Tian was did not bother responding to him and went 
straight to the point, "Revoke the piracy and apologize publicly to our company. If you 
do so, I will no longer pursue this matter." 

"Kid, you think you're so good?" Yuan Wangchun mocked. The waning smile on his face 
gradually shaped into a frown as his expression turned ferocious. 

Normally, when encountering this kind of situation, he would act like a scoundrel and 
play around the bush while wearing a mischievous smile on his face. 



If the other party turned hostile towards him, he would naturally not be afraid of it. After 
all, he was someone who could act shamelessly and be ruthless. 

"Piracy is illegal. I'm giving you a chance to correct yourself right now." The more Wu 
Tian spoke, the more his patience got to snapping. With every word he said, the colder 
his tone turned. 

"…" 

Yuan Wangchun quickly turned hostile. He raised his hand and slapped on the table, 
"You probably don't know what I'm capable of, right?" 

"Resorting to piracy made you this confident?" 

"Let alone your tiny Tianmu Technology, I would even dare to pirate a mobile game 
developed by a large company," Yuan Wangchun exclaimed with his head held high. 

"I don't care if you steal from others. However, this time, you stole from me and that's no 
good." 

"Then what can you even do to me?" 

"…" 

Wu Tian kicked the desk and threatened, "I can skin you alive." 

"A weak and foolish brat like you actually dares to be so unreasonable with me!" Yuan 
Wangchun shouted, quickly calling in his security guards. 

In an instant, two security guards rushed into the office. 

Seeing the security guard, Yuan Wangchun smiled complacently and said to Wu Tian, 
"Idiot, if you know what's good for you, quickly scram. Otherwise, don't blame me for 
being impolite." 

"I'm certainly not scared," Wu Tian turned his head to look at the two security guards 
behind him and replied in a deep voice. 

It was obvious that these two security guards were simply cheap youngsters hired from 
the market, unlike the professionally trained bodyguards. 

Wu Tian would be able to deal with two of these little security guards without much 
trouble. 



"You brat, you are truly courting death." Yuan Wangchun had already lost his patience. 
He waved his hand towards the security guards and ordered, "Beat this brat up and 
throw him out." 

"Yes sir!" 

Upon receiving the order, the two security guards charged forward with their fists raised. 

Wu Tian did not dare to be careless when he saw the security guards rush over. After 
all, he had only begun his training recently which meant that he still lacked in many 
aspects of fighting. 

Instead of blocking, he quickly shrunk his body and dodged the security guards' attacks. 

At the same time, he grabbed a chair sitting on the side and viciously smashed it down 
on one of the security guards' heads. Ruthless, accurate, fierce, and fast. 

The security, now bleeding from his head, covered his injury and retreated while crying 
out for his parents. 

When the other security guard saw this scene, he was scared out of his wits and quickly 
retreated in fear. 

Only receiving a few thousand yuan for his monthly salary, he did not want to put his life 
on the line in the face of such a ruthless person. 

"It's your turn now." Wu Tian took advantage of the situation and kicked the other 
security guard away. 

All it took was two moves to take care of these two security guards. 

"…" 

Yuan Wangchun gawked in pure disbelief of the outcome, swallowing a mouthful of 
saliva forcefully. 

He didn't expect this seemingly weak and silly kid to be so skilled in martial arts. 
Furthermore, the way he fought seemed to be extremely cruel. 

Though he had met many kinds of people around the world, he could not help but feel a 
shiver down his spine when confronted by a ruthless character like Wu Tian. 

"Brat, you dare to cause trouble here? I'll call the police to arrest you!" Yuan Wangchun 
glared at him and threatened coldly. 



Unless it was absolutely necessary, he did not want to call the police. After all, his 
company was pirating video games from other companies. Alerting the police of this fact 
would not be favorable for the his company. 

"Yuan Wangchun, I'll give you one last chance. If you retract your piracy of our Zhou 
Cheng Mobile Game and apologize to our company, I'll let you off." Although Wu Tian's 
tone remained calm, it carried a strong and domineering aura. 

Yuan Wangchun gritted his teeth: "You're still young, but your tone already rather 
strong. Other than having a tough fist, what else do you have?" 

As he said this, he leaned backwards, afraid that Wu Tian would attack him. 

"What else do I have? Do you believe that I have the ability to make your company 
disappear from the Luzhou?" 

"With just you?" Yuan Wangchun glanced at Wu Tian with a gaze of contempt, "You 
brat! You're far too arrogant!" 

"Wait right there. Don't kneel on the ground and start begging me for mercy when the 
time comes." 

With these words, Wu Tian turned around and left. 

The moment he walked out of the office, he took out his phone and dialed Long Yun's 
number, "Investigate Yuanyou Technology. Make it disappear completely from Luzhou." 

He said this into his phone and hung up. 

He knew that with the Wu Family's strength and influence, it wouldn't be difficult for 
them to destroy a small company like Yuanyou. 

He believed that soon, Yuanyou Technology would collapse. 

However, he had to rely on his family's strength this since it would be rather 
troublesome for him to deal with Yuanyou Technology alone. 

It seemed like he needed to make himself stronger. 

He believed that he would one day be able to trample on his opponents without having 
to rely on his family's strength. 

Right now, all he could do was study hard and constantly enlighten himself with more 
knowledge. 



When he got home, he went straight to his study room and proceeded to study the 
management and investment courses. 

After reading the two books, Wu Tian suddenly noticed the stack of old books on his 
shelf. 

Those books contained his family's several generations of business experience, 
specially sent over by his grandfather. 

Opening one of the old yellow books, a strong scent of paper lingered from within, 
reminding him of his nostalgic childhood days. 

From the looks of it, these books had existed for a long time since the pages had turned 
slightly yellow while some of the handwriting had been smeared. 

Opening the book, Wu Tian began delving deep into its content. 

No wonder it was known as his family's business experience and history. After all, the 
text inside recorded how the business elites of the family dealt with each of their 
business affairs. It clearly differed from ordinary novels and biographies. After reading it, 
one would feel as if they had experienced it themselves, giving them insight on how to 
act in different situations and teaching how to interact with certain business partners. 

After a long reading session, Wu Tian finally went to sleep late at night. 

The next day, he still got up early and went to the practice room to learn martial arts 
from Azure Dragon despite only sleeping for a few hours. 

After his martial arts training, he asked Loong Yun about the matters regarding Yuanyou 
Technology. After knowing that things were progressing smoothly, he felt a lot more at 
ease. 

From his family's perspective, dealing with this kind of small company like Yuanyou 
Technology was even easier than stepping on an ant. 
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After lunch, Wu Tian planned to go to the company. 

Before heading out, he could not help but say to Long Yun, "I'll give you a few days of 
rest." 

"Young Master, why did you suddenly give me a holiday?" Loong Yun frowned slightly, 
failing to understand why her Young Master suddenly thought of giving her a holiday. 



"Isn't it already that time of the month for you?" 

* 

Feeling embarrassed, Long Yun closed her legs subconsciously. 

She was secretly suspicious. How did the young master know about her period? 

Could it be… 

That the Young Master actually has a special hobby of secretly spying on her? 

"Don't think too much about it, I just saw you buy a sanitary pad," Seeing Secretary 
Loong's expression, Wu Tian quickly explained. 

* 

After listening to his explanation, Long Yun felt a lot more at ease. 

"Rest well for the next few days. Don't get too tired. The most important thing is to drink 
more hot water." After saying that, Wu Tian turned around and left the room. 

It was only when the door closed that Long Yun pursed her lips into a slight smile. 

She never expected the Young Master to pay so much attention to her. Furthermore, 
this was the first time she saw the young master being so concerned for her, so she felt 
an inexplicable sense of warmth in her heart. 

With that, Wu Tian left the residence and had Uncle Fugui drive him to Tianmu 
Technology. 

The moment he entered the company, Zhao Yiming happened to be there as well. 

"President Zhao." Out of politeness and respect for his elder, Wu Tian greeted Zhao 
Yiming with a smile. 

Zhao Yiming didn't buy it and sneered coldly, "Boss Wu, the game that you insisted on 
launching doesn't seem to be going smoothly. After all, it was pirated the moment it 
entered the market." 

The reason he came today was to mock Wu Tian. 

If a game that just went public got pirated, how could they make money? 

"President Zhao, piracy is a good thing. This proves that our game is popular," Wu Tian 
replied with a smile. 



After learning more about how his family handled things last night, his words were much 
more tactful than before, and he knew how to react in such a situation. 

"You can still laugh after getting pirated?" Seeing Wu Tian's attitude, Zhao Yiming was 
furious. 

"President Zhao, don't worry. I'm handling the issue of piracy right now. I believe that 
the Yuanyou Technology that pirated our game will very soon revoke the piracy." 

"Boss Wu's self-consoling ability is really good," Zhao Yiming laughed contemptuously, 
his eyes filled with disdain. 

Right now, he believed that Wu Tian was only boasting about his delusions of his 
power. 

"Boss Wu…" 

At this time, Lee Mu shouted and ran over, "Good news, good news, Yuanyou 
Technology has revoked their piracy of our game..." 

Hearing this, Zhao Yiming's face suddenly darkened. 

Raising his head, he looked at Wu Tian in shock. He did not expect Yuanyou 
Technology to revoke the pirated version of the game just like Wu Tian had said. 

He just did not understand how Wu Tian knew about it in advance. 

"Don't get too excited just yet. I believe that soon, all the games under Yuanyou 
Technology — pirated or not — will be taken off the shelves of all the major shops, and 
the merchants will also cancel their contracts with them. Very soon, they will face 
bankruptcy," Wu Tian said with a face full of confidence. 

"You're talking nonsense," Zhao Yiming mocked his words. 

A game company that was on par with them and had infiltrated the game industry for 
more than ten years, how could it just close down like that? 

Even Zhao Yiming doubted this. 

At this moment, Zhou Cheng rushed over and shouted from afar, "Good news, this is 
great news …" 

"What good news?" Lee Mu asked anxiously. 

"I just received inside news that all the software under Yuanyou Technology has been 
removed from the shelves of the all major application stores. Their partners have 



canceled their cooperation agreements, and their capital chain have already broken 
down. They will soon go bankrupt," Zhou Cheng couldn't hide his excitement and 
announced the good news in one breath. 

After hearing this news, Zhao Yiming's face sunk even further. 

Zhao Yiming turned his head and looked at Wu Tian with an incredulous expression. 

He truly couldn't understand it. How did this fellow know everything? 

Even Lee Mu found it hard to believe. Boss Wu had predicted everything as if all the 
things taking place seemed to be within his control. 

"I'm afraid that not long later, the president of Yuanyou Technology, Yuan Wangchun, 
will come and beg me for mercy," Wu Tian said lightly. 

Just as he finished speaking, the secretary hurriedly ran over, "Boss Wu, Yuanyou 
Technology's President, Yuan Wangchun, is in the reception room, begging to see you." 

* 

Upon hearing this, Zhao Yiming and Lee Mu suddenly coughed at the same time. 

The two of them didn't expect that everything would go according to Wu Tian's 
prediction. The plot didn't deviate the slightest bit. 

After coughing dryly for a long time, Lee Mu asked Wu Tian in disbelief: "Boss Wu, are 
you the one manipulating the things behind the scenes, causing the Yuanyou 
Technology to go bankrupt?" 

"You're right on point." Wu Tian nodded his head firmly: "I used a lot of resources to 
make Yuanyou Technology go bankrupt in a short period of time." 

"Boss Wu, you're so amazing," Lee Mu exclaimed with an exaggerated look as his eyes 
filled with admiration. 

He never thought that his Boss Wu had the ability to completely obliterate Yuanyou 
Technology in less than a day. 

He had to admit that Wu Tian did indeed have some sort of strong power backing him, 
which was why he was able to destroy the Yuanyou Technology in such a short period 
of time. 

He could not help but feel a sense of fortuity, having followed such a powerful investor 
like Wu Tian capable of improving Tianmu Technology to this extent as well. 



"I'm not as good as you think." Wu Tian smiled humbly, turned his head and looked at 
Zhao Yiming, "But I'm not that easy to mess with, right, President Zhao?" 

* 

Zhao Yiming coughed again and wore an awkward expression. 

Even in his dreams, he never thought that Wu Tian would be able to make a game 
company like Yuanyou Technology go bankrupt without anyone noticing. 

Although Yuanyou Technology was a small company, it nevertheless had a reasonably-
sized reputation in the gaming industry. Under Wu Tian's manipulation, such a company 
collapsed with just a flick of his finger. 

Now, he could only admire Wu Tian's powerful backers. 

"President Zhao, I've already told you this before. If I said that I could get them to 
revoke the pirated version of our game, I will definitely be able to do it," Wu Tian walked 
up to Zhao Yiming and said with an imposing manner. 

"You…" 

Zhao Yiming gritted his teeth, but he could not come up with the words for a rebuttal. 

Originally, he came to see Wu Tian make a fool of himself. However, not only did he 
solve the problem of piracy for their company, but he even eliminated the pirating 
company, which clearly improved his reputation. 

"I have solved the problem of piracy perfectly. Could it be that President Zhao is 
unhappy?" Wu Tian mocked with a wry smile. 

This smile was like a merciless slap on Zhao Yiming's face, adding fuel to his flaming 
rage. 

Zhao Yiming gritted his teeth, "Even if you solved the problem of the pirated version, so 
what? If the game doesn't earn thirty million yuan within half a month, you will still lose." 

"President Zhao, there's no need to worry. I still have a week, so let's just wait and see." 

"Let's wait and see indeed." Zhao Yiming shook his sleeves and quickly left with a face 
full of anger. 

"President Zhao, take care." Wu Tian waved at Zhao Yiming's back with a brilliant smile. 



After Zhao Yiming left, Lee Mu could not help but praise Wu Tian: "Boss Wu, you're so 
amazing. Not only did you solve the problem of piracy, you even destroyed a company 
that pirated games like Yuanyou Technology." 

"We only caused one company go bankrupt. I'm afraid there will be many others like this 
later on. Thus, we'll need to prepare ourselves in advance," Wu Tian stated, knowing 
that there were still a lot of challenges ahead, so he turned around and instructed Lee 
Mu to get ready. 
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"Yes." 

Lee Mu nodded his head and changed his tone, "But this Yuan Wangchun is quite 
capable. After all, he made the pirated version even more optimized than the original 
one. You can't simply ignore the fact that he does have first-rate experience in making 
video games." 

"Is that so?" 

"Yes." 

"It seems like this Yuan Wangchun isn't simple!" Wu Tian pinched his chin and fell into 
deep thought. 

The company's Zhou Cheng Mobile Game was already beyond satisfactory, but he 
never thought that Yuan Wangchun's pirated version of their game would be even 
better, further justifying his ability. 

After all, if he didn't have the ability, he wouldn't be able to make a name for himself with 
his pirated company in the first place. 

"Yuan Wangchun is still waiting in the reception room, do you want to meet him?" Lee 
Mu recalled what his secretary said just now and reminded Wu Tian. 

"I don't want to see him just yet. Let's go check out the game's background data first." 
Wu Tian took the lead and walked towards the office. 

Though Zhou Cheng and his team were still busy further optimizing their game, they 
quickly stood up to greet Wu Tian and Lee Mu as soon as they entered. 

"You're welcome." 



Wu Tian, gesturing for them to having a seat, walked over and asked, "How many 
downloads does our game have now?" 

"Over a million, and it's still increasing," Zhou Cheng answered and further added. "The 
game's grossing profit is also increasing at the same time, surpassing one hundred 
thousand per day." 

"Not bad." 

"There's another piece of good news," Zhou Cheng couldn't hide his excitement and 
hurriedly reported. "Someone contacted me just now and said that they would like to 
advertise in our game. I was just about to discuss it with you and Director Lee." 

"This is a good thing as it can quickly increase the company's revenue. However, we 
need to figure out a way of implanting the advertisement into the game without affect 
the gaming experience." 

"Don't worry, we already have the experience in attaching commercials into our games." 

"That's good," Wu Tian patted Zhou Cheng's shoulder and praised. "This game is a 
success, your contribution have really paid off." 

"No, Boss Wu and Director Lee contributed the most. If not for your support, I wouldn't 
have been able to complete this game even if I had the ability to transcend the 
heavens," Zhou Cheng said humbly. 

To be honest, he was very grateful to Wu Tian for his kindness. 

If not for Boss Wu's support, this game of his would never have seen its light in the 
public, much less spread like wildfire among the players. 

Of course, Lee Mu was also a bold, versatile boss who dared to try out new things and 
was not afraid of failure. 

"Let's talk about the merits later. We should celebrate the initial success of the game." 
Lee Mu interrupted the two and said to the secretary, "Hurry, go buy champagne and 
pastries. Let's celebrate!" 

"Yes sir!" 

After receiving the order, the secretary quickly ran out. 

Soon after, the office was filled with several cakes, champagne, and fruit. 

After everyone had arranged the desks in the office to suit the party, they began to 
celebrate with champagne. 



It had been a long time since the office was as lively as it was today. The once tense 
atmosphere had been overshadowed by a vibrant aura and high-spirited voices. 

The victory of their first vattle boosted the morale and confidence of the staff. Everyone, 
now full of spirit, planned to follow Boss Wu and charge forward. 

After a simple celebration, everyone continued to busy themselves with their work. 

After accompanying the staff in their celebration, Wu Tian leisurely walked towards the 
reception room. 

In the reception room... 

Yuan Wangchun had been waiting impatiently for a long time. When he saw Wu Tian, 
he hurriedly stood up and greeted him, "Boss Wu, you're finally here." 

"Boss Yuan, what can I do for you?" Wu Tian asked coldly while pretending to be 
ignorant. 

"Please show some mercy, Boss Wu. Let me go, please..." 

"Boss Yuan, weren't you rather cocky before? Why did you become such a coward 
now?" 

"Boss Wu, I was wrong." Yuan Wangchun rubbed his eyes, and said with a crying face: 
"Please show some mercy, and let our Yuanyou Technology go." 

One night. 

The software owned by Yuanyou Technology was taken off the shelves by the major 
application stores, and the partners had all revoked their cooperation agreements. In 
less than a day, Yuanyou Technology had already fallen into a deep crisis, facing its 
demise. 

It was only after an investigation that they found out that someone was manipulating 
their downfall behind the scenes. And the mastermind was Wu Tian. 

They originally thought that Wu Tian was just the boss of Tianmu Technology, but who 
would have thought that the power behind this guy would be so shocking? In just half a 
day, their Yuanyou Technology had completely collapsed into shambles. 

To be able to turn Yuanyou Technology into a mere pile of debris, it truly displayed the 
extent of Wu Tian's backing. 

Knowing that he had caused a huge mess, he rushed over to Tianmu Technology to 
beg for mercy from Wu Tian, hoping that Boss Wu would be magnanimous. 



"I told you a long time ago that I could make your Yuanyou Technology fall with just a 
single call. Do you believe me now?" Wu Tian walked over and sat opposite Yuan 
Wangchun. 

"I do. I do." 

Yuan Wangchun nodded forcefully and continued, "Boss Wu, I was really wrong. I will 
never pirate your games again. I will never offend you again. Please forgive me and let 
me go." 

"You stole our Zhou Cheng Mobile Game and even furrther optimized it, correct?" 

"Right." 

"If you company has that sort of talent, why do you need to pirate other games?" 

"…" 

Yuan Wangchun sighed and said bitterly, "I don't want to either, but we made a strategic 
mistake in the past and invested too much energy into the development of our game. 
We've ruined the company, and now, we can only rely on piracy to earn money." 

"With your ability, it's a pity to pirate it." 

"If our company had the money, we would've never resorted to piracy as our main 
source of income." 

"Boss Yuan, let me give you some directions." Wu Tian, pouring a cup of tea, passed it 
over and said: "Our Tianmu Technology is currently lacking talented people like you." 

"You mean you want me to come to work here?" 

"Right." 

"This…" Yuan Wangchun was naturally unwilling. 

No matter what, he was still a boss. Asking him to work at a small technology company 
was something no one would be able to accept. 

"I admire your talent. If you come, I'll promote you to be the head of the technology 
department and even give you some shares." 

"I don't think so," Yuan Wangchun rejected with a wry smile. 

The key point was that Tianmu Technology was really too small of a company. It would 
only make him feel somewhat stifled working in this sort of company. 



"Then you can go." 

Wu Tian leaned his body against the chair, and then said with a sudden change in tone, 
"As long as you walk out of this door, not only will your company go bankrupt, it will also 
be very difficult for you to find a job in Luzhou in the future." 

"Are you threatening me right now?" 

"Indeed, I am." 

"You…" Yuan Wangchun clenched his teeth in anger. 

The reception room was filled with silence, neither of them finishing their conversation. 

After three minutes, Wu Tian finally opened his mouth: "I really do admire you, and I 
want to accomplish great things with you." 

"But…" 

"Let me tell you this," Wu Tian muttered. Standing up and walking to the window, he 
then looked into the distance and said with utmost confidence, "Tianmu Technology is 
just a base of operations. I have an ambition of making it grow and become a world-
class enterprise in the future." 

"…" 

Yuan Wangchun swallowed his saliva as his heart trembled in the presence of Wu 
Tian's ambitious and passionate aura. 

His blood seemed to have been ignited and set ablaze at that instant. 

Wu Tian slowly turned his head and looked at Yuan Wangchun straight in the eye, "Why 
don't we go all out, work together, and carve out a path of our own." 

"I…" 

At this moment, Yuan Wangchun wavered in his position, now slightly tempted by Wu 
Tian's offer. 

Since starting his business years ago, Yuan Wangchun had long forgotten about this 
kind of youthful passion. 

"Is Boss Yuan actually afraid?" 

"Let me think." Yuan Wangchun walked slowly to the window and fell into deep thought. 
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After pondering for a long time, Yuan Wangchun gritted his teeth and made his final 
decision. "Okay, I will work for your company." 

After weighing the pros and cons, he finally made this decision. 

In fact, this was the only decision he could have made. If he did not agree, then he 
would be suppressed by Wu Tian, and it would be hard for him to stand up in Luzhou in 
the future. Rather than making enemies with Wu Tian, it would be better to be on good 
terms with him. Perhaps he might even have the chance to become a boss in the future. 

"Boss Yuan really is bold," Wu Tian said as he revealed a satisfied smile. 

It is a blessing for the company to be able to hire such a rare talent like Yuan 
Wangchun. 

"Don't call me Boss Yuan in the future. Just call me Old Yuan instead," Yuan Wangchun 
said with a smile, scratching his head. "I can join your company, but I have one 
condition." 

"What condition?" 

"My company has a batch of elite programmers, and I want to bring them over." 

"Of course," Wu Tian exclaimed in excitement upon hearing that condition. "Bring your 
people here. We will set up a new section, and you will be in charge of the game 
development." 

"Thank you, Boss Wu." 

"However, Zhou Cheng will still be in charge of the Zhou Cheng Mobile Game. For any 
other games in the future, he will be put under your charge. That kid is also talented in 
the field of game development." 

"Zhou Cheng Mobile Game is indeed not bad. Don't worry, I will make good use of this 
kind of talent," Yuan Wangchun promised. 

"Alright, I'll bring you to see Director Lee," Wu Tian said, leading Yuan Wangchun to the 
director's office. 

Seeing Lee Mu, he went straight to the point, "Boss Lee, I want Yuan Wangchun to 
work at our company. What do you think?" 



"Talented individuals like Boss Yuan is always desired by our company." Having said 
that, Lee Mu frowned, "However, a small company like ours will surely hold him back 
from his full potential." 

"He has already agreed to work at our company." 

"Is that so?" When Lee Mu heard this, he burst into a fit of joy. He went up and grabbed 
Yuan Wangchun in his arms, "Boss Yuan, I've heard a lot about you. It's my pleasure to 
meet you." 

Lee Mu was someone who appreciated individuals with talent. Having heard of Yuan 
Wangchun's expertise in the field of game development from his subordinates, how 
could he not be elated by the fact that he had managed to hire someone like him to his 
company? 

Since their company intends to continue developing more video games, having Yuan 
Wangchun joined their division would be like adding wings to a tiger. 

"Director Lee, though we may have been enemies, I hope to cooperate with you in the 
days to come." Yuan Wangchun smiled embarrassedly and said straightforwardly, "Call 
me Old Yuan from now on. From today on, I will be your soldier who listens to your 
commands." 

"Is that so?" 

Lee Mu was so happy that he could not the surpressed the waning smile on his face. 

He turned around and looked at Wu Tian, puzzled, "Boss Wu, I'm curious, how did you 
convince Old Yuan?" 

"Somethings are never meant to be said," Wu Tian purposefully replied with these 
seven words. 

Lee Mu and Yuan Wangchun both burst out laughing after hearing his response. 

At that point, Lee Mu looked at Wu Tian with even more admiration. 

After all, he had easily tamed Yuan Wangchun and even took this prodigy under his 
command. Such achievements deserve the admiration and respect of others. 

After laughing, Lee Mu suggested, "We should set up a new game department and let 
Old Yuan take full responsibility." 

"President Lee, your thoughts are exactly the same as Boss Wu's," Yuan Wangchun 
said as he let out yet another laugh. 



He did not expect Director Lee and Boss Wu to have such a tacit understanding in the 
planning and management of the company. 

This is a good sign for the company in the long run. 

"Alright, let's set up a new department today," Lee Mu immediately made his decision 
and then arranged for the specific matters. 

Soon, the new game department was set up, with Yuan Wangchun as the department 
manager in charge of the development of the games. 

The skilled core members of Yuanyou were all recruited into the company and 
continued to follow Yuan Wangchun as their leader. 

At the same time, the Yuanyou Technology's resources and profits were all transferred 
into Tianmu Technology and held by Yuan Wangchun. 

This meant that Yuanyou technology would be merged with Tianmu Corporation. 
Instead of pirating other company's games and working on unprofitable projects, they 
would now mainly focus all their attention on developing large video games. 

Everything was progressing smoothly, and the Tianmu Technology had now become a 
bit stronger than before. 

After settling things, Wu Tian wanted to go home but recalled that he had to attend Mu 
Ran's class in the afternoon. With that, he changed his change and decided to go to 
school for a change. 

Just as he entered the school gates, he noticed a girl wearing their school skirt getting 
pestered by a male student wearing shorts. 

He knew this girl. She was the school's Martial Arts Club President, Gu Xiaoman. 

Previously, when Wu Tian was pursuing Lee Meng, he knew that Lee Meng liked boys 
who knew martial arts, so he went to Martial Arts Club to register and learn martial arts. 

However, the moment he entered Martial Arts Club, he was met with all sorts of misery 
from the members of the club. At that time, it was all thanks to Gu Xiaoman's protection 
and care for him that he even came out alive. 

Seeing that Gu Xiaoman was being pestered by the boy in shorts, Wu Tian quickly 
walked over and saved her, "Student, President Gu is unwilling to leave with you, 
please behave yourself." 

Gu Xiaoman glanced at Wu Tian gratefully, but she didn't say anything and obediently 
retreated to the side. 



The boy in shorts glared at Wu Tian and said impatiently, "Scram, don't interfere in this 
matter." 

"Well, you see... I'm determined to interfere in this matter," Wu Tian replied stubbornly. 

He had always been protected by Gu Xiaoman before, and today he had to protect this 
girl well from being bullied. 

This was his way of thanking Gu Xiaoman for all she had done for him. 

Gu Xiaoman's heart moved slightly when she heard that. She could not help but look at 
Wu Tian in surprise as she never realize that Wu Tian was actually this manly. 

"Oh my god!" 

The boy in shorts glanced at Wu Tian with disdain. He sneered, "You look so weak, yet 
you want to be a hero?" 

"In any case, I'm here today, so don't even think about bullying President Gu." 

"I think you are looking for a beating!" After saying that, the boy in shorts swung his fist 
towards Wu Tian. 

"No!" 

Gu Xiaoman exclaimed, her face turning slightly pale. 

Just as the big fist was about to hit Wu Tian. 

Wu Tian dodged his attack and countered with a sweep kick, causing the boy in shorts 
to fall onto his back. 

A laugh sudden sounded out. 

Seeing this scene, Gu Xiaoman covered her mouth and could not stop laughing. 

She did not expect Wu Tian to react so quickly even in the situation where he was 
completely unprepared. Furthermore, he had even countered with his own attack. 

"Bastard!" 

The boy struggled to get up from the ground after a long time. He pointed at Wu Tian 
and cursed, "You little rascal, do you want to die?" 

After saying this, the boy in shorts stood back up and prepared to make his next move. 



Just as he was about to make a move, his face suddenly turned paled as if he saw a 
ghost, turning tail and running as fast as he could. 

"The principal is here, let's run," Gu Xiaoman said, noticing that something was amiss. 
Shen immediately grabbed Wu Tian by the arm and ran away. 

If the headmaster found out they were fighting, they would definitely be punished. 

Just like that, Wu Tian was pulled along by Gu Xiaoman as they dashed away. 

They did not stop until they finally hid themselves behind a large maple tree. 

Fatigued from their fast escape, Gu Xiaoman bent down slightly and took deep breaths. 

When she looked back up, she noticed that Wu Tian was staring at the area around her 
collar. His eyes were focused and serious, as if he was admiring some sort of antique. 

"You're so annoying!" 

Gu Xiaoman's face suddenly flushed red. She quickly straightened her body and 
scolded softly, "Do all the boys like to look blankly at girls whenever they get the chance 
to?" 

Wu Tian laughed upon her remark. 

He then let out an awkward smile without giving any sort of explanation. 

Realizing that Gu Xiaoman was still holding onto his hand, he shook his arm and 
reminded her, "Umm, President Gu, how long are you going to hold my hand for?" 

 


